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189^1895 three kingdoms, will have to be convinced of its justice.'* This
Age 41-42 j^jgkt be reacj ^ pledging the party not to introduce another Home
Bule Bill until they secured a majority of purely English members
in its favour. So read, it was a revolutionary declaration, to which
none of his colleagues would have subscribed. At Edinburgh a few
days later the Prime Minister disclaimed this construction. All he
had meant was that " if we wanted to carry Home Rule, we must
carry conviction to the heart of England, and by those words I
stand. They are a truism, they are a platitude in the sense in
which I uttered them, . . . " But the original statement in its
original interpretation had by then obtained such a start that no
disclaimer could overtake it.
The second fiasco was the direct consequence of the first, and
followed it within twenty-four hours. The Harcourtites availed
themselves of the animus excited in the Irish and Welsh bosoms by
the " predominant partner " speech, to strike a humiliating blow at
its author. On the 13th March Labouchere moved in the House of
Commons an amendment to the Address in favour of the abolition
of the Peers' veto, and carried it by a majority of two (147 to 145).
The Address as amended had to be negatived and a new Address
introduced and agreed to. Speaking in Scotland a few days after
this unedifying mutiny Asquith said: *' We are not what our
opponents seem to think $a ideal political party ought to be—a set
of disciplined, mechanical, and almost automatic figures, who raise
their feet at one and the same moment at the word of command*"
Beyond question they were not I
Despite its unpromising d6but, and the personal jars and clashes
which agitated its ranks, the Government during the session of
1894 achieved one clanging legislative triumph. Sir William Har-
court introduced and carried through all its stages by small but
sufficient majorities the famous Death Duties *Biidget, The " Pfco-
bate Duty " which had in the past fallen on unsettled personalty
alone, was now extended under the name of Estate Duty to settled
personalty and land: hardly less important, land was for the
purposes of the duty to be assessed at its true capital value. The
impost was estimated to yield £1,000,000 iqjjthp current and
£4,000,000 in a full year. But Harcourt and Milnea (who as Chairman
of the Board of Inland Revenue was joint author with him of this
reform) had builded better than they knew. Neither of them then
dreamed that within a quarter of a century the duty would be
yielding forty or fifty millions. Notwithstanding the increasingly
shrill anathemas which it has wrung from a section of the rich, it ia

